
Tahiti condensing
Condensing, pre-mixed, wall-hung boilers
KC 24 – KC 28 - KC 32 indoor, instantaneous, combination boilers
KR 24 – KR 38 - KR 32 indoor, central heating only boilers
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Condensing, wall-hung boilers

Tahiti condesing 



Life-enhancing heat

nvironmental concern and energy 
saving brought Fondital to design Tahiti 

condensing Line Tech, a condensing, wall-
hung boiler supplying central heating water 
and instantaneous domestic hot water or 
central heating water only. 

condensing technology allows for higher 
eff iciency, not attainable in traditional 
technology boilers, reducing fuel costs 
and simultaneously decreasing polluting 
emissions.
92/42/cee directive awards Tahiti condensing 
Line Tech boilers with the highest efficiency 
rating, corresponding to the four stars ★★★★, 
and places them in the cleanest class of nox 
pollutant emissions (en 297, class 5).
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Condensing, wall-hung boilers

ased on a stainless steel heat exchanger, with a 
large exchange surface and little water content, 

and a premixed burner, the boiler guarantees high 
performance thanks to flue gas heat recycling and small 
polluting emissions via continuous control of balanced 
operation in combustion sequence.
Tahiti condensing Line Tech is available in three heat 
outputs and combi or central heating only models.

The boiler exchanger is formed by a series of special 
stainless steel pipes, coil arranged and coupled in series 
and parallel configurations, in which the main circuit 
water is being conveyed. 
Hot flue gases go through the openings between the 
pipes relinquishing their heat to the water; the contact 
of already cooled flue gases with the first pipes in 
which cooled central heating return water flows, allows 
for condensing of water steam contained in them and 
therefore recovery of latent heat of vaporization.
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CONTROL PANEL

Outdoor probe (option)

SLIDING TEMPERATURE
 

The boiler can be connected to a probe measuring out-
door temperature (option) allowing for sliding tempera-
ture operation, with or without remote control.
Boiler electronics automatically changes central heating 
flow temperature in relation to sensed outdoor tem-
perature, selected thermoregulation curve, and desired 
room temperature, optimizing operation and achieving 
higher energy savings.

Remote control (option)

ahiti condensing Line Tech boilers have several 
control and safety devices which guarantee safe, 

efficient and reliable operation.
They are equipped with two air purging devices, one on 
the pump assembly and one on the heat exchanger, in 
order to provide the best and most effective air purge 
from the system.
Furthermore, they are fit on the primary circuit with a flow 
meter ensuring correct water flow in the heat exchanger, 
with an automatic by-pass which can aid the heat exchan-
ger, with a probe controlling the set temperature, and with 
a safety thermostat in order to avoid overheating. 
Flue gas temperature is controlled by two thermostats, 
one installed on the flue gas circuit of the heat exchanger 
and one by the boiler exit.
should a malfunction occur, the devices shut down the 
boiler operation ensuring safety. The probe on the dome-
stic hot water circuit allows for an accurate control of the 
set domestic hot water temperature.
Tahiti condensing Line Tech boilers are equipped with a 
front door which can be opened from left to right and 
vice-versa for more convenient service procedure imple-
mentation.

t

Central heating curves for operation with 
outdoor temperature probe

1 Led thermometer for simple and immediate reading of cen-
tral heating water temperature. Leds also display boiler 
malfunction via flashing indications allowing for problem 
diagnosis. 

2 Function selector 
3 domestic hot water temperature adjusting knob 
4 central heating temperature adjusting knob
5 Manometer
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Wall-hung, condensing, instantaneous combination boilers

Accessories delivered as standard 
and included in the boiler price:

 1. condensate trap
 2. Pneumatic gas valve for constant air/gas ratio
 3. safety thermostat
 4. cH temperature probe
 5. Modulating fan
 6. Primary fluid flow meter
 7. Primary condensing exchanger
 8. ignition electrode
 9. Air purging device
 10. combustion air intake
 11. Flue gas discharge
 12. Flue gas analysis test points
 13. Flue gas thermostat on the discharge duct 
 14. Flue gas thermostat on the exchanger  
 15. Flame detection electrode
 16. expansion vessel
 17. Fan managing sensor
18. Air purging device

19. Pump
20. 3 bar safety valve
21. Unloading tap
22. dHW flow limiting device
23. system loading tap
24. dHW flow switch with cold domestic water filter
25. dHW secondary plate exchanger
26. dHW temperature probe
27. Automatic by-pass 
28. Motorized 3-way valve

S  condensate drain
G  gas inlet (1/2”)
M  central heating system flow (3/4”)
C  domestic hot water outlet (1/2”)
F  domestic cold water inlet (1/2”)
R  central heating system return (3/4”)

KC model HYDRAULIC LAYOUT
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TAHITI CONDENSING LINE TECH KC 24 - KC 28 - KC 32

Wall-hung, condensing, premixed boiler with instantaneous domestic hot 
water supply, sealed chamber.

Available in three outputs: 24.8, 27.4 and 33.2 
kW (50°c - 30°c).

Ready as standard to be fired with methane or 
propane gas. 

Available for connection to:

- outdoor probe

- remote control

- electronic board managing a low temperature zone.

The hydraulic assembly is equipped with a 
considerably dimensioned exchanger: its 26 plates allow for domestic hot 
water supply in condensation mode, and remarkable efficiency (from 103% to 
above 106% with ∆T 30 K in relation to the requested flow).

view from the top

view from the bottom

Paper template

Hydraulic kit including bi-cones

Tahiti condesing 

Large domestic 
hot water supply

KC 24 = 13.5 l/min ∆T 30°C
KC 28 = 14.9 l/min ∆T 30°C
KC 32 = 16.5 l/min ∆T 30°C
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 1. condensate trap
 2. Pneumatic gas valve for 
  constant air/gas ratio
 3. safety thermostat
 4. cH temperature probe
 5. Modulating fan
 6. Primary fluid flow meter
 7. Primary condensing exchanger
 8. ignition electrode
 9. Air purging device
 10. combustion air intake
 11. Flue gas discharge
 12. Flue gas test points
 13. Flue gas thermostat on the discharge duct 
14. Flue gas thermostat on the exchanger  
 15. Flame detection electrode
 16. expansion vessel

 17. Fan managing sensor
18. Air purging device
19. Pump
20. 3 bar safety valve
21. Unloading tap
22. system loading tap
23. Automatic by-pass 

S  condensate drain
G  gas inlet (1/2”)
M  central heating system flow (3/4”)
F  domestic cold water inlet (1/2”)
R  central heating system return (3/4”)

KR model HYDRAULIC LAYOUT
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TAHITI CONDENSING LINE TECH KR 24 - KR 28 - KR 32

Wall-hung, condensing, premixed boiler for central heating only, 
sealed chamber.

Available in two outputs: 24.8, 27.4 and 33.2 kW (50°c - 30°c).

central heating only boilers are designed to be connected to WHPF 
BM series external water heaters, for all installations in which larger 
dHW supply is requested.

Ready as standard to be fired with methane or propane gas. 
Available for connection to:

- external water heater

- outdoor probe

- remote control

- electronic board managing a low temperature zone

Anti-Legionella and anti-frost functions for the optional external 
water heater.

view from the top

view from the bottom

Life-enhancing heat

Accessories delivered as standard 
and included in the boiler price:

Paper template

Hydraulic kit including bi-cones

Wall-hung, condensing boiler for central heating only



ACCESSORIES

Item Description Code

Remote
control 0CREMOTO05

outdoor
probe 0SONDAES01

Pipes and taps 
cover 0COPETUB01

electric kit for 
management 
of different 
temperature 
zones

0KITZONE00

Metal 
template

0DIMMECO03

Kit for 
connection 
to solar panel

0KITSOLD00

Ø 60/100 AIR/FLUE GAS SYSTEMS

coaxial kit 
Ø 60/100 
length 0.75 m

0CONDASP00

chimney 
coaxial kit 
Ø 60/100

0KCAMASP00

Ø 60/100 AIR/FLUE GAS SYSTEMS 

Item Description Code

coaxial 
connection kit 
Ø 60/100

0KITATCO00

90° elbow and 
flange kit 
Ø 60/100

0KCURFLA00

M/F coaxial 
extension 
Ø 60/100 
length 1 m

0PROLUNG02

M/F coaxial 
extension 
Ø 60/100 
length 0.5 m

0PROLUNG03

M/F 90° elbow 
Ø 60/100 0CURVAXX05

M/F 45° elbow 
Ø 60/100 0CURVAXX04

Ø 80 AIR/FLUE GAS SYSTEMS

Air intake/flue 
gas discharge 
chimney 
Ø 80+80

0CAMIASP00
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Item Description Code

Ø 80 flexible 
pipe seal 0GUATRLA00

Ø 80 flexible 
pipe centering 
device

0CENTFLE00

Ø 80 intake 
grille 0GRIGASP01

T coupling 
Ø 80 M/M/F 0RACCORT00

coupling 
kit Ø 80 for 
inspection and 
condensate trap

0KITRACT00

90° elbow M/F 
Ø 80 0CURVAXX02

45° elbow M/F 
Ø 80 0CURVAXX01

Ø 80 AIR/FLUE GAS SYSTEMS

Item Description Code

Flue gas 
discharge 
chimney Ø 80

0CAMISCA00

split pipe kit 
Ø 80+80 0KITSDOP00

Flue gas 
discharge 
terminal Ø 80 
length 1 m

0TERMSCA00

extension 
M/F Ø 80 
length 1 m

0PROLUNG00

extension 
M/F Ø 80 
length 0.5 m

0PROLUNG01

Telescopic 
extension 
M/F Ø 80 
(0.34÷0.45 m)

0PROLTEL01

M/F flexible 
pipe Ø 80 
(without seals) 
20 m roll

0TUBOFLE01

Note: plastic components are in white polypropylene.

Tahiti condesing 

Fondital company operates under 
UNI EN ISO 9001:2000 
certified quality system management.
Internal quality assessment of functionality, manufacturing processes, 
and final products ensure reliability 
and trouble-free operation.
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FONDITAL S.p.A.
25078 VesTone (Brescia) italy - Via Mocenigo, 123

Tel. +39 0365 878.31 - Fax +39 0365 820.200
e mail: fondital@fondital.it - www.fondital.it

GENERAL FEATURES KC 24 KC 28 KC 32 KR 24 KR 28 KR 32
Category ii2H3+ ii2H3+ ii2H3+ ii2H3+ ii2H3+ ii2H3+
max. heat input kW 23.7 26.2 31.4 23.7 26.2 31.4
max heat output (80-60°C) kW 23.10 25.55 30.63 23.10 25.55 30.63
max heat output (50-30°C) kW 24.8 27.4 33.2 24.8 27.4 33.2
min heat output (80-60°C) kW 6.5 5.4 8.7 6.5 5.4 8.7
min heat output (50-30°C) kW 7.3 6.1 9.6 7.3 6.1 9.6
efficiency at max heat input (80-60°C) % 97.5 97.53 97.57 97.5 97.53 97.57
efficiency at min heat input (80-60°C) % 95.7 95.5 96.3 95.7 95.5 96.3
efficiency at max heat input (50-30°C) % 104.8 105.4 105.4 104.8 105.4 105.4
efficiency at min heat input (50-30°C) % 106.9 106.7 106.3 106.9 106.7 106.3
efficiency at 30% of the load % 109.1 108.9 108.7 109.1 108.9 108.7
losses at casing with burner on at nominal input % 1.4 0.9 0.6 1.4 0.9 0.6
losses at casing with burner on at min input % 2.1 2.3 1.6 2.1 2.3 1.6
losses at casing with burner off % 0.2 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.2
losses at chimney with burner on at nominal input % 2.6 2.5 2.4 2.6 2.5 2.4
losses at chimney with burner on at min input % 2.2 2.2 2.1 2.2 2.2 2.1
energy efficiency mark (92/42 Cee) ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★

nOx class (according to en 297/en 483) 5 5 5 5 5 5
CH max working pressure bar 3 3 3 3 3 3
CH max working temperature °C 83 83 83 83 83 83
CH temperature range °C 20 - 78 20 - 78 20 - 78 20 - 78 20 - 78 20 - 78
expansion vessel capacity l 10 10 10 10 10 10
Consumption in CH mode at nominal heat output (80-60°C)  nat. gas m3/h 2.51 2.77 3.32 2.51 2.77 3.32
Consumption in CH mode at minimum heat output (80-60°C) nat. gas m3/h 0.69 0.57 0.92 0.69 0.57 0.92
Consumption in CH mode at nominal heat output (50-30°C)     Propane kg/h 1.83 2.05 2.47 1.83 2.05 2.47
Consumption in CH mode at minimum heat output (50-30°C)   Propane kg/h 0.52 0.49 0.70 0.52 0.49 0.70
nominal heat output in dHW mode (Δt 30°C) kW 28.0 31.0 34.5 - - -
minimum heat output in dHW mode (Δt 30°C) kW 7.0 6.0 9.7 - - -
nominal heat input in dHW mode kW 27.2 30.4 34.5 - - -
minimum heat input in dHW mode kW 6.8 5.7 9.1 - - -
efficiency rating at maximum heat input in dHW mode (Δt 30°C) % 103 102 103 - - -
dHW maximum pressure bar 8 8 8 - - -
dHW minimum pressure bar 0.5 0.5 0.5 - - -
Specific dHW flow rate Δt 30°C l/min 13.5 14.9 16.5 - - -
dHW max working temperature °C 62 62 62 - - -
domestic hot water temperature range °C 35 - 57 35 - 57 35 - 57 - - -
Consumption in dHW mode at nominal heat output  nat. gas m3/h 2.96 3.28 3.65 - - -
Consumption in dHW mode at minimum heat output   nat. gas m3/h 0.74 0.63 1.02 - - -
Consumption in dHW mode at nominal heat output   Propane kg/h 2.26 2.50 2.79 - - -
Consumption in dHW mode at minimum heat output   Propane kg/h 0.57 0.49 0.78 - - -
Δt flue gas/air at nominal heat input and dHW mode °C 67 51 54 67 51 54
Δt flue gas at minimum heat input °C 49 45 51 49 45 51
Flue gas flow rate at nominal heat input and dHW mode g/s 12.4 13.9 15.7 12.4 13.9 15.7
Flue gas flow rate at minimum heat input g/s 3.1 2.6 4.1 3.1 2.6 4.1
CO2 at nominal heat input  nat. gas % 9.0 9.0 9.0 9.0 9.0 9.0
CO2 at nominal heat input   Propane % 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0
Residual head available at nominal heat input Pa 127 170 204 127 170 204
Residual head available at minimum heat input  Pa 8 9 15 8 9 15
Fuel supply pressure  nat. gas mbar 20 20 20 20 20 20
Fuel supply pressure  Propane mbar 37 37 37 37 37 37
amount of nozzles 1 1 1 1 1 1
nozzles diameter  nat. gas mm 10.8 10.8 10.8 10.8 10.8 10.8
nozzles diameter  Propane mm 10.8 10.8 10.8 10.8 10.8 10.8
Power supply voltage / frequency V/Hz 230/50 230/50 230/50 230/50 230/50 230/50
Fuse on the power supply a 2 2 2 2 2 2
maximum electric power absorbed W 186 186 215 186 186 215
electric protection rating iPX4d iPX4d iPX4d iPX4d iPX4d iPX4d
Gas connection diametre G1/2 G1/2 G1/2 G1/2 G1/2 G1/2
CH connection diametre G3/4 G3/4 G3/4 G3/4 G3/4 G3/4
dHW connection diametre G1/2 G1/2 G1/2 - - -
l x H x d mm 450x750x325 450x750x325 450x750x325 450x750x325 450x750x325 450x750x325
net weight kg 36.60 38.00 39.40 33.80 35.20 36.60
Gross weight kg 40.80 42.30 43.8 37.6 39.2 40.4

TAHiTi condensing


